Expression of the proliferation-associated Ki-67 antigen of transferrin receptors and of DNA polymerase alpha in human tumour lines: implications for in vitro chemoresistance.
To compare the time course of in vitro expression of various proliferation-associated markers including Ki-67 antigen, transferrin receptors (TfR), and DNA polymerase alpha, six human tumour cell lines of different histological origin were studied under defined conditions. Proliferation markers were demonstrated by peroxidase/anti-peroxidase staining using specific monoclonal antibodies, and their expression was compared to results obtained from [3H]-thymidine incorporation assays and cell counting. Expression of all proliferation markers began to increase during the lag phase, and occurred earlier than elevations of [3H]dT incorporation and cell numbers were recorded. Maximum expression was observed before cell growth reached plateau phase. The time courses of expression of DNA polymerase and Ki-67 were almost identical. The closest correlation of [3H]dT incorporation with time course of expression of proliferation-associated markers was observed, when intranuclear staining of DNA polymerase was analysed. TfR were expressed earlier than the polymerase and Ki-67. Since TfR were also found at remarkable levels in resting cells, they seem less proliferation-specific than Ki-67 and DNA polymerase. While in rapidly growing cell lines more than 95% of the cells expressed Ki-67, TfR, and more than 75% DNA polymerase in cell nuclei, a malignant melanoma and a pleural mesothelioma line displayed fewer than 35% of cells stained for DNA polymerase in cell nuclei during log phase. Determination of growth fractions by monoclonal antibodies may thus contribute to the prediction of chemoresistance by identifying quiescent cells that are not sensitive to S-phase-specific drugs.